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While looking for Computer network assignment help you should

primarily have basic knowledge about what is networking.

Networking is a topic of computer science in which we learn how

computers and their resources like printers, file servers, etc are

communicated with each other. In a simple way, computer

networking is a set of computer system and other electronic devices

which are connected to each other and shares data and

information. The term computer network is a set of interconnected

devices. The medium of the connection can be wired or wireless. In

present days the internet is growing very fast so the computer

network contains millions of computers, smartphones, servers, and

other gadgets are joined together.

Archlite Academic Writer is the best assignment help service

provider in the UK. To help you receive a well-written and

highly researched assignment, we have professional writers

on board who hold excellent subject knowledge and

impressive academic writing skills.

Introduce the section with a subheading



LAN(Local area network): LAN is used for a small

geographical area like within 1 kilometer, for a small

number of people. It is used in colleges or universities,

schools, offices, etc. 

MAN(Metropolitan area network): This type of network

is used to connect devices in an area larger than LAN but

lesser than WAN like approx 40kms. It covers areas like a

block of the city to an entire city. 

WAN(Wide area network): Wide area network is used

for a large geographical area, for a large number of

people. It is a combination of both LAN and MAN. This

network provides high internet speed.

PAN(Personal area network): Personal area network is

used to cover very small areas like a room within two or

three meters to exchange data between one or two

devices. 
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There are various types of computer networks like LAN, MAN,

WAN, and PAN. we will discuss these types in the below

section of computer network assignment help.



We also provide the following
advantages:

You can contact us 24/7 and receive a quick response

We always deliver assignments on time

Ordering assignment help from us is very easy 

We charge a very low price for students

Free multiple revision:

Network types like LAN, MAN, WAN, and PAN.

Protocols like TCP/IP, UDP, HTTP, FTP, Telnet, and SMTP.

OSI(Open system Interconnection) Models and their

layers.

Network devices like Hub, Switch, Router, Modem,

Bridge, etc.

Network topology like Bus, Star, Mesh, Ring, Tree, Hybrid,

Point to Point.

Cryptography

Network Security

IPv4/IPv6

Data transmission

Important Topics We Cover in
Computer Network Assignment Help



Here, you can find Assignment Help services like Btec
Assignment Help, Linux Assignment Help, Ajax

Assignment Help, Operation Management
Assignment Help & MBA Assignment Help.
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